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Extended Abstract

ABSTRACT
In this paper, we address the limitations of existing methods to select representative data for trust assessment when agent behaviours can change at varying speeds and times across a system. We propose a method that uses concept drift detection to identify and exclude unrepresentative past experiences, and show that our approach is more robust to dynamic agent behaviours.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In multi-agent systems (MAS) agents typically must interact with others to achieve their goals. Therefore it is vital to identify trustworthy interaction partners, but this is challenging in open and dynamic environments where there may be malicious agents or changeable conditions. In MAS, agents typically use trust and reputation models to choose who to interact with [12, 14]. Trust is the expectation one agent has in another to do a task, typically calculated using past experiences [4]. However, when agents can change their behaviour, past experience is no longer an indication of future performance. We assume that agents’ abilities can change at different times and speeds from others as a result of time sensitive features including connectivity, task load and demand [9]. Existing trust and reputation models commonly use sliding windows and forgetting factors, which are limited in their ability to select data which is representative of an agent’s current behaviour.

We propose a method, the AdWin Tree, for agents to select data they assess to be representative of true behaviours for trust and reputation assessment by integrating a concept drift detection algorithm. Our method proves resilient to dynamic behaviours.

2 BACKGROUND
Trust and reputation models use direct and indirect past experiences for an agent to estimate another agent’s future performance [11]. Many statistical models focus on filtering out inaccurate reports where witness perceptions are different or they lie [5, 10, 15, 16]. However, existing approaches do not identify how representative these past experiences are of an agent’s current behaviour. In this work, we adopt Beta Reputation System (BRS), a mathematically rigorous reputation model which is general enough to suit many applications, although any model can be substituted [6].

Stereotype models associate reputation with agents’ observable features if we can assume that an agent might behave similarly to others who share the same observable features [2, 8, 13]. One advantage of assuming that agents have stereotypical behaviour is that our method to select relevant data is more proactive. For example, by identifying a negative change in an agent behaviour that shares a location with another agent, we might assume that connectivity there is currently poor and therefore neither are trustworthy.

Some trust, reputation and stereotype models account for changes in behaviour over time with a sliding window or forgetting factor [5–7, 10, 15]. A sliding window of size n keeps the most recent n experiences. The intuition is that the most recent n instances capture representative data for an agent’s current behaviour. A forgetting factor has a similar effect, by retaining all records but weighting recent interactions higher than older ones. There are several problems with sliding windows and forgetting factors. First, choosing the window size or rate of forgetting is challenging. If an agent forgets old instances too quickly they will lose relevant data that could increase accuracy. Conversely, if too much information is retained then agents will make assessments based on data that no longer represents current behaviours. The optimal values will depend on the application. Second, the optimal values may vary over time. Third, agents may not change their behaviour at the same rates, and so a global window or forgetting factor will not suit all agents. Finally, sliding windows and forgetting factors are only effective in coping with gradual change rather than sudden changes, which may occur at different times for different agents.

Concept drift techniques statistically detect when the relationship between features X and class Y in a dataset change between two time points i.e. \( P_i(XY) \), \( C_i(XY) \) [3]. This occurs when the posterior probability changes i.e. \( P_i(Y|X) \), \( P_j(Y|X) \). For example, when the connectivity in a location changes, that location no longer correlates with the trust originally learned from data about that area. We use the Adaptive Windowing (AdWin) model which adjusts the size of a window of data by retaining only records which are statistically assessed to be relevant [1]. Unlike some other techniques, AdWin specifically identifies the point of change and therefore it is compatible with managing memory for trust models.

3 AGENT MODEL
A set of agents is divided into trustors and trustees, and are connected in a complete bipartite graph where a trustor represents a consumer, i, trying to identify a trustworthy service provider, a trustee, j,
Agent j can be described by their ID and the set of their observable features, \( \mathbf{T}_j \). Each feature represents a characteristic of an agent, for example technical specifications of a device in a network. Some features correlate with behaviour, known as relevant features, while irrelevant features are random to represent a realistic assumption that not all observable characteristics of an agent affect behaviour and the model needs to be robust to this.

The behaviour of agent i is represented as a real value \( B_i \in [0, 1] \) indicating the proportion of interactions they behave well in. For example, if \( B_i = 0.7 \), agent i will behave well in 7 out of 10 interactions on average. Trust, reputation and stereotype systems aim to estimate the behaviour of agents and identify the agent most likely to behave well in its next interaction.

Agents’ behaviour and relevant features are defined by the profiles they belong to, and we evaluate using 5 profiles. All the agents of a profile experience the same changes in their behaviour value. Agents are undergoing concept drift when they exhibit the same observable features as before but their behaviour changes. This change can occur slowly or abruptly, known as gradual and sudden drift respectively. We define environmental parameters, \( p_{Gr} \) and \( p_{Su} \), to describe the probability of these changes occurring.

A trustor selects one trustee to interact with per round. Trustors maintain a history of interactions where a record contains the partner’s ID, observable features, time of the interaction and number of good and bad experiences with that partner. As we model open systems, at the end of a round, trustors can leave the network with a probability \( p_{r} \) to be replaced by a new agent of the same profile, thus maintaining an equal distribution of agent behaviours.

4 ESTIMATING EXPECTED BEHAVIOUR

Using BRS, trustors calculate trust in a trustee using their own and witnesses’ reports of direct interactions. BRS requires an a priori estimate of behaviour, which is determined by the output of the stereotype model and is given less precedence over time as direct experiences are collected. The stereotype model used is Burnett’s decision tree [2]. Each leaf of a trustee’s decision tree represents an estimate of an agent profile i.e. a stereotype. We build an AdWin model at each leaf to monitor for behaviour changes at different rates and times in profiles [1].

After an interaction, the trustor saves the outcome to the AdWin model for the appropriate stereotype by classifying the trustee’s observable features with the decision tree. The AdWin model concatenates the binary outcome to the end of a variable size window, which contains outcomes from interactions with other agents of that detected stereotype. To detect if drift has occurred, the window is divided into every possible split of two subwindows. The distributions found to fit the data of each subwindow are compared, and if they are outside a margin of similarity then concept drift is assumed to have occurred. In such cases, the older of the two subwindows is deleted, as are the entries those instances correspond to in the interaction history. The M5 decision tree is then rebuilt with the remaining data. Thus, both trust and stereotype assessments use appropriate information.

5 EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION

We compare the AdWin Tree to the original stereotype tree, evaluated with a fixed window size of 100 [2]. The performance metric is the average utility trustors receive at each time, since this indicates of how well trustors identified the best behaving partners [1].

The results in Figure 1 show that the AdWin Tree outperforms the original approach, suffering less severe sudden drops in performance, meaning that it is more resilient to behaviour changes. When agents have less chance for repeat interactions, the dependency on stereotypes is higher, therefore we notice a larger difference in performance between Figures 1c and 1d as \( p_{r} \) increases.

Noisy features cause existing techniques to perform badly given dynamic behaviour. However, our model retains a higher proportion of relevant data and can more accurately identify relevant features, allowing it to better estimate the agent profiles in the system. The performance of our method is bottlenecked by how accurately the decision tree can identify agent profiles as stereotypes. Each AdWin model is applied to an identified stereotype, and if these are inaccurately identified then multiple profiles will be analysed by a single AdWin model, making it harder to monitor changes in a single profile.
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1 All results presented were found to be statistically significant with \( p < 0.001 \) in paired t-tests using the area under the curve to remove the time dependency.
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